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Website: https://beezgroup.netlify.app 

Email: beezgroup.official@outlook.com 

 

 

14th October, 2022 

Greetings dearest community, 

RE: MESSAGE FROM THE CEO 

I trust that you are doing great and hope it continues that way. 

The purpose of this letter is to give you all a brief overview of what BeezGroup is, what we 

do and what we hope for the future. 

Brief history of BeezGroup 

This company has gone through various modifications since the idea about it was hatched in 

2013. We have had names like Voitek Media, CodeRithms, SkriptKrew until we decided in 

2018 that it would be BeezGroup. We also have future alternative names to give it, just in 

case. 

The idea that led to this company being created was my passion for tech stuff way back 

during childhood. I experimented on a lot of stuff, and have failed a million times but it has 

been a learning opportunity for me to improve and adapt to change. 

I have met an awesome bunch of people over the years, who I shared this company idea with 

and they believed that it could be possible. But I always tried and failed due to various 

circumstances. 

I have been trying out a lot of stuff behind the scenes, and it was until yesterday that my team 

decided that it was the right time to go in live mode. 

 

 
Structure 

BeezGroup operates in two modes: 

1. Developing custom software on-demand 

Here, we plan to apply/receive projects or deals or gigs from clients and partners 

concerning developing software products that ranged from apps, websites, APIs and 

integrated systems. 

 
2. Developing an off-shelf digital environment 

In 2019, we developed a product map for the digital environment but we were short of 

resources and lost most of our work. The only exhibit we have is this image below: 

https://beezgroup.netlify.app/
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Basically, we envisioned a division of the company as a fully independent technology 

conglomerate that offers a SaaS product (Software-as-a-Service) operating in every sector of 

the economy, with each sub-product run by a dedicated algorithm; controlled by one 

main/central algorithm. 

For each sub-product in each sector, there would be sub-divisions for mobile/web/desktop 

technologies, DevOps, Cyber Security, Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning, IoT and 

Robotics. Plus, others we plan to now add. 

The new product map is under review, and will be released to the community soon. 

Purpose of this community 

This community has been created to engage those with hopes of offering 

contracts/gigs/projects to the company, as well as those interested in interacting with the 

digital environment being built, through testing and offering us feedback on where to 

improve. 

Additionally, we intend to bring more people on board such that we can learn from each other 

and build each other in skills and experience. This space is where the company will also be 

posting job openings, internships (in future), news about product releases and upgrades, 

industry news around the globe as well you occasionally casually interacting with the 

company staff (fireside chat). 

Call to action 

We intend to get started as soon as you read this sentence. We are looking for competent 

individuals in the areas of Business, Health, Agriculture, Mineral Science, ICT, Education, 

Finance, Space Exploration, Social Good, Fashion, Sports and Entertainment. You may not 

necessarily be proficient in coding (as long as you are willing to learn). The most preferred 

programming languages are C, C++, Java, Javascript, Python, C#, HTML, CSS, PHP, Kotlin, 

Swift, Flutter/Dart and SQL. 
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For any product that we build to scale, we intend to appoint a committee to overlook its 

operation and act independently as a way of helping the committee members learn various 

skills that are vital to any business in the real world. 

Conclusion 

We are here to learn from one another and I call upon you all to treat everyone with 

maximum respect. 

I wish you a great experience with BeezGroup, and thank you for being part of us. 

Sincerely, 

SIMON PETER MUJUNI 

Simon Peter Mujuni 


